To produce skilled movements, the brain flexibly adapts to different task requirements and movement contexts. Two core abilities underlie this flexibility. First, depending on the task, the motor system must rapidly switch the way it produces motor commands and how it corrects movements online, i.e. it switches between different (feedback) control policies. Second, it must also adapt to environmental changes for different tasks separately. Here we show these two abilities are related. In a bimanual movement task, we show that participants can switch on a movement-by-movement basis between two feedback control policies, depending only on a static visual cue. When this cue indicates that the hands control separate objects, reactions to force field perturbations of each arm are purely unilateral. In contrast, when the visual cue indicates a commonly controlled object, reactions are shared across hands. Participants are also able to learn different force fields associated with a visual cue. This is however only the case when the visual cue is associated with different feedback control policies. These results indicate that when the motor system can flexibly switch between different control policies, it is also able to adapt separately to the dynamics of different environmental contexts. In contrast, visual cues that are not associated with different control policies are not effective for learning different task dynamics. 
Introduction
In everyday life, we often use our hands to manipulate objects or tools. This poses a control challenge, because hand and arm movements need to be substantially different when grasping an object with a pair of pliers compared to when grasping the same object directly with hands. Not only must feed-forward commands be different; the motor system must also react to unexpected events, such as a sudden perturbation force on the tool, in a different way. In the context of optimal feedback control theory, both feed-forward and feedback commands can be understood as being generated by a control policy, a mapping between an estimate of the state of the body and the next motor command [1, 2] . Thus, one core skill for the motor system is to retrieve the control policy that is appropriate for a given task context.
A second, related capacity is required in the context of learning. When the motor system encounters a new tool, it needs to be able to learn the new task dynamics associated with this tool in a way that does not generalize so broadly as to interfere with other control policies. In other words, generalization of learned skills should be limited to the correct context. We argue here that the capacity to switch control policies is a primary component of the capacity to learn different task dynamics.
The motor system appears to be highly proficient in changing even very fast feedback control loops based on task context [3, 4, 5, 6] . For example, we have shown that feedback control of bimanual reaching movements depends on the type of object controlled with the two hands [7, 8] . When participants control separate cursors with each hand and one hand is mechanically pushed off its path, corrections are limited to the perturbed hand. In contrast, when the two hands jointly control a single cursor, presented at the spatial midpoint of the hands, perturbations to one arm lead to fast, proprioceptively-driven feedback corrections in both arms. This sharing of online corrections constitutes a better solution to the control problem than separate control, as it reduces effort and signal-dependent noise. In a first set of experiments, we show that the motor system switches without loss on a trial-by-trial basis between these two different feedback control policies using only a static visual cue.
In contrast to its flexibility in switching control policies, the nervous system's ability to learn different task dynamics in different contexts is often limited [9] . Many studies have investigated this phenomenon using robotic devices to apply velocity-dependent forces perpendicular to the direction of an arm movement. Although participants can adapt to a single force field very quickly [10] , learning is much more difficult if the force field changes direction on a trial-by-trial basis. Surprisingly, this continues to be true even when the change in direction is fully predictable using an alternating sequence of perturbations [11, 12] or a predictive visual cue [13] . In other contexts, however, the motor system is quite capable of learning different force field dynamics, for example when the two fields are associated with different tools [14] , objects [15] , targets [16] or effectors [17, 18] .
Here we propose that the critical factor in determining whether simultaneous learning of different dynamics is possible is whether the two contexts were associated with different control policies before learning. In the last experiments, participants experienced force fields with different directions that were indicated by a static visual cue. The visual cue also indicated a switch in the task (one vs. two-cursor task), and hence the control policy, or was not related to the task. In support of our hypothesis, we show that a visual cue only favors independent learning of different force fields if it necessitated a switch of control policy before learning.
Methods

Participants
All experimental and consent procedures were approved by the ethics committee of the School of Psychology at Bangor University (United Kingdom). A total of 39 right-handed volunteers (Exp 1: n = 9, Exp 2: n = 10, Exp 3: n = 20) aged 18 to 44 years (mean age 24.4 years, SD = 7 years) participated in the experiments. All participants gave their written informed consent to participate in this study. All had normal or corrected to normal vision and did not report any motor disabilities. They were naïve as to the purpose of the experiments and were debriefed after the experimental session. Participants were reimbursed for their time with a per-session payment of £6.
Apparatus and Stimuli
Participants were comfortably seated in front of a virtual environment equipment with the head on a chin rest (Fig. 1a) . A horizontal crossbar stabilized the upper body and minimized interaction torques between left and right arm movements. They made 10 cm (Exp 1 and 2) or 12 cm (Exp 3) reaching movements while holding on to a robotic device with each hand (Phantom 3.0, SensAble Technologies, USA). Movements were performed in the natural reaching space in an upward-forward direction, involving shoulder and elbow movements, with the elbow pointing downwards. Participants looked into two mirrors that were mounted at 90 degrees to each other, such that they viewed one LCD screen with the right eye and one LCD screen with the left eye. This stereo display was calibrated such that the physical locations of the robotic arms were consistent with the visual disparity information. Throughout the experiment, 3-dimensional grey spheres (6 mm diameter cursors) indicated participants' hand positions.
General Procedure
To start a trial, participants moved the two robot handles, which were visually indicated as two cursors, into starting spheres (8 mm diameter), displayed 6 cm to the left and right of the midline at chest height. A static visual cue then indicated whether participants performed the one-or two-cursor task. In the onecursor condition, a single target (8 mm diameter) was presented at body midline, and a single cursor was presented at the spatial average position of the two hands. In the two-cursor condition, two targets were presented 10 cm (12 cm in Exp 3) above each starting sphere. Importantly, in this cueing phase the cursor(s) was (were) frozen on the screen and did not move with any potential small hand movements.
Participants were instructed to reach the target(s) by moving both hands rapidly upwards. Movement start was detected online when both hands exceeded a speed of 35 mm/s. In trials with visual feedback, the cursors (dark circles in Fig. 1b,c) were displayed during the movement at the current hand position. In trials without visual feedback, the cursor(s) disappeared at movement onset and reappeared at movement offset, defined by the moment when both hand speeds fell below 15 mm/s for at least 40 ms. Movement times of less than 800 ms with a spatial accuracy of better than 4 mm were rewarded with a target explosion and one point. These movement times and spatial thresholds were adjusted after each block to keep participants at a level of approximately 60% correct trials.
On trials with a force field, the robotic arm generated a force in the horizontal direction (perpendicular to the movement trajectory) (f x ) that was proportional to the forward velocity (v y ) of the hand following f x~+ bv y with b~4Ns=m.
Experiment 1: Blocked Task-switching
Participants performed two sessions separated by at least one day. Each session consisted of eight blocks of 64 trials. The cursor condition alternated between 1 and 2 cursors every 16 trials. On each trial, a leftward or rightward force field was presented to one of the hands with equal probability. The sideways force was proportional to the upward velocity along the movement plane. Visual feedback of the moving cursor(s) was provided on half the trials. The trials were randomly intermixed, such that participants could not predict the side or direction of the force field and whether visual feedback would be presented.
Experiment 2: Random Task-switching
The apparatus, instructions and task were identical to those used in Exp. 1. Participants performed first two training blocks of 24 trials with visual feedback in both the one-and two-cursor conditions. In half the practice trials, a force-field was applied to one of the hands in a random direction. In the following eight blocks containing 64 trials each, the cursor condition changed randomly from trial to trial. Therefore, in contrast to Exp. 1 where the switching occurred in regular intervals, participants needed to rely on the static visual cue to know whether they would perform the one-or two-cursor task. As in Exp 1, feedback of the cursor(s) during the movement was randomly withdrawn on half the trials. Furthermore, on half the trials, a force field was applied to one of the hands. The perturbed hand and the direction of the force field were varied randomly between trials.
Experiment 3: Force Field Learning during Random Taskswitching Experiment 3 was designed to determine whether switching between different control policies would be associated with the ability to learn different forward dynamics. For this purpose, we studied three groups. The task-switching group (N = 8) switched randomly between the one-and two-cursor tasks (Fig. 1c, ' 'Taskswitching'' column). To prevent longer sequences of one task, we introduced the constraint that every task was presented maximally twice in a row. As in the other experiments, the static presentation of one or two target(s) and one or two cursor(s) before movement onset indicated task condition. One task condition was always associated with a leftward force field on both hands, the other with a rightward force field on both hands. The task-to-force-field assignment was counterbalanced between participants.
The visual-switching (N = 8) group always performed the twocursor task. As with the task-switching group, the randomly switching force field was associated with a visual cue that indicated whether the force field on both hands would be rightward or leftward. This static cue was either two targets and two cursors, or a middle target and a middle cursor. Because participants always performed the two-cursor task, the lateral targets were always presented. Therefore, the visual cue associated with one force-field direction consisted in three targets and the cue associated with the other direction consisted in two targets (see Fig. 1c , ''Visual switching'' column). Both groups were instructed that the visual cue would be predictive of the direction of the force field. Thus, the only difference between the task-switching and visual-switching groups was whether the predictive visual cue was also associated with a different controlled object.
To control for non-predictive learning processes, such as strategic increases in stiffness across the task, both groups performed the experiment under two conditions. In the predictable condition, the direction of the force field on both hands was linked to the visual cue as described above. In the unpredictable condition, the force field switched independently of the visual cue. The sequence of the two conditions was counterbalanced between participants.
We also included a control group (N = 4), which performed the experiment twice, once with a constant leftward force field on both , one target (empty circle) and one cursor (black disk) were presented; in the two-cursor condition (lower row), two targets and two cursors were displayed. In some trials, visual feedback about cursor position was provided throughout the movement (solid black line(s)); in others, only the initial and final positions of the cursor(s) were displayed. Light gray dashed arrows denote hand positions. In Experiment 1, a velocity-dependent force field was applied to one hand, in either the left or the right direction (shown only for the left hand). (C) In Experiment 3, the force field was presented to both hands and switched direction randomly across trials. In the task-switching group, the cursor condition predicted force field direction. The visual-switching group always performed the two-cursor task, but a visual cue indicated force field direction (the presence or absence of the middle target indicated the direction of the force field). The control group experienced a force field in the same direction in all trials. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0054771.g001
hands, once with a constant rightward force field on both hands (Fig. 1c, ' 'Control group'' column). As the task-switching group, they randomly alternated between the one-and two-cursor tasks, again triggered by the visual cue. This group provided a baseline of how well the force fields could be learned when no interference was present.
Each participant started with a practice block of 56 trials in the two-cursor condition (all groups) and the one-cursor condition (task-switching and control groups). They then performed two sessions of four blocks of 56 trials (224 trials per session). Each session consisted of four trials of baseline without a force field, 196 trials with a randomly switching (task-and visual-switching groups) or constant force field (control group), and 24 trials with no force field to allow for washout. The 196 trials of force field were separated into 4 phases of 49 trials. Eight randomly chosen trials from each phase were force channel trials, designed to probe forcefield learning. On these trials, the robot simulated a positiondependent spring (1000 N/m) in the horizontal direction, which pushed the hands onto a straight trajectory. The force participants exerted against the channel served as a direct measurement of the learned expectation of a force field [19, 20] . Online feedback about hand positions was provided during all trials of Experiment 3.
Data Analysis
Position and forces were recorded with a sampling rate of 200 Hz. The initial direction error of each movement was defined as the angular deviation from the straight direction towards the target, 160 ms after movement onset. Note that movement start for offline analysis was calculated with a slightly more sensitive threshold than that used for online visual feedback. In this case, movement start was detected when movement velocity exceeded 3 cm/s for at least 40 ms. In Experiments 1 and 2, we determined the size of the correction performed by the perturbed and the unperturbed hands by comparing hand-angle at movement end to the initial direction error (Fig. 2b) . For each trial, we normalized the size of feedback correction (c) by dividing it by the size of the signed initial error summed across the perturbed and unperturbed hands (y p +y o ). The normalized feedback gains were submitted to three-way repeated-measures ANOVA to assess the effects of task switching (switch vs. no-switch trial), cursor and feedback conditions. In Experiment 3, we used the initial error direction and the lateral force exerted against the channel at peak velocity (occurring on average 162 ms after movement start) as a measure of feedback correction. Here, the force field was applied to both hands. Therefore, we averaged these variables across hands.
Results
Experiments 1 and 2: Switching between Different Control Policies
In Experiments 1 and 2, we tested how well participants switched between different feedback control policies. On each trial, participants performed one of two tasks. In the two-cursor task, participants viewed two spatial targets and moved two cursors (displayed at the position of each hand) to these targets with a fast, upward arm movement (Fig. 2a) . In the one-cursor task, participants viewed a single target and moved a single cursor (displayed at the spatial midpoint of the hands) to that target. This condition introduced redundancy; it was no longer necessary to move both hands straight upwards. Rather, one hand could deviate to the side, as long as the other compensated for the deviation.
Feed-forward motor commands were similar across conditions. The movement times (723 ms), the initial direction of the hands on unperturbed trials (0.09 deg) were not significantly different between the one-and two-cursor tasks (t(8) = 21.93, p = .10; t(8) = .34, p = .746). Also the stiffness of the arm, as measured by the size of the initial perturbation caused by a left-or rightward force field did not differ between conditions (on average 17.1 deg, t(8) = .58, p = .577). Interestingly, however, feedback corrections differed between task conditions. In the two-cursor task, only the perturbed hand performed the feedback correction (Fig. 2a) . In the one-cursor task, the other hand corrected in a direction that helped to restore the cursor and the perturbed hand correspondingly corrected less (Fig. 2b) .
The focus of Experiment 1 was to determine how fast participants could switch between these two control domains. In this experiment, participants switched every 16 trials between the one-and two-cursor conditions. We were especially interested in examining how visual cues contributed to this flexibility. We therefore compared no-feedback trials, in which participants only viewed a static visual cue (one/two targets and one/two cursors) before the start of the movement, but did not see the cursor(s) while they moved, with full-feedback trials in which they received continuous visual feedback.
To quantify the distribution of feedback correction, we calculated the difference between the initial and final movement angles for the perturbed hand (c p , Fig. 2b ) and the unperturbed hand (c o ). We then expressed the correction of each hand relative to the size of initial angular error summed across hands. Thus, a correction gain of 1 would imply that a hand fully corrected for the common angular error, whereas a correction gain of 0.5 for both the perturbed and unperturbed hands would imply symmetric corrections. Visual feedback during a trial accentuated task differences. If participants received visual feedback, the correction gains for the perturbed hand were higher in the two-cursor and lower in the one-cursor task compared to the no feedback condition, F(1,8) = 30.6, p,.001.
Importantly, however, the task-dependent modulation of the correction gain was already present on the first trial after the switch. The difference between tasks was significant on the first trial, even considering only trials without online feedback about the cursor-position(s) (t(8) = 3.09, p = .015 for the perturbed and t(8) = 23.56, p = .007 for the unperturbed hand). After the first trial, correction gains did not change further. The task6trial interaction was not significant for either the perturbed (F(15,120) = 1.23, p = .258), or unperturbed hands (F(15,120) = 1.19, p = .290).
In sum, the results of Experiment 1 clearly show that participants switched between different feedback control policies without the need of any ''warm up'' or visual feedback about the controlled object. Furthermore, the degree of the distribution of the feedback correction in this switching experiment was comparable to those found when the two tasks were performed in separate sessions [8, 7] .
In Experiment 2, we tested whether participants could switch control policies as easily when the task condition changed randomly on a trial-by-trial basis, rather than across blocks. For half the trials, the task condition remained the same as that on the previous trial; for the other half, it switched, again indicated by a static visual cue. As in Exp. 1, the correction gain of the perturbed hand decreased from 0.99 in the two-cursor condition to 0.88 in the one-cursor condition, F(1,9) = 62.84, p,.001. The correction gain on the unperturbed hand increased from 0.02 to 0.12, F(1,9) = 40.82, p,.001.
Visual feedback during a trial led to larger differences in correction gains for the one-and two-cursor tasks for perturbed relative to unperturbed hands (Fig. 2e, f) . The difference in gain was 0.12 for visual feedback but only 0.08 without visual feedback (F(1,9) = 15.85, p = .004). For the unperturbed hand, this difference was not significant (0.11 with and 0.08 without visual feedback, F(1,9) = 2.06, p = .189).
As before, the difference between task conditions did not change as a function of whether participants switched task conditions, or performed the same task as on the previous trial. The task6trial, and the task6feedback6trial interactions were non-significant, for the correction gain of both perturbed and unperturbed hands (all F(1,9),1.62, p..239).
Finally, we considered the possibility that switching between control policies would modify the speed, rather than the size of correction. We therefore analyzed the lateral velocity profile of the unperturbed hand in the one-cursor task, depending on whether participants switched between tasks or not, and depending on the presence of visual feedback. For each condition, we calculated the difference in the lateral velocity of the unperturbed hand between trials on which the other hand experienced a rightward or leftward force field. The average difference trace (Fig. 2 g) indicates that the correction in the one-cursor condition emerged at 200 ms, independent of visual feedback. This shows proprioceptive information drives the onset of the coordinative response. Although the later part of the correction was larger when visual feedback was present, there was no difference in correction latency between trials on which the task switched and trials on which the task did not switch.
Therefore, Experiment 2 showed that a static visual cue is sufficient to allow participants to optimally distribute the correction across hands, even when the task switched randomly on a trial-by-trial basis. Both the size and the time course of the correction of the unperturbed hand were the same, whether participants switched control policies on that trial, or whether they repeated the same control policy of the last trial.
Experiment 3: Adapting to Different Force Fields
We predicted that, if the motor system could effortlessly switch between different feedback control policies, it should also be able to learn different task dynamics -or different feed-forward control -with these control modes. Participants should therefore learn opposing force fields when they are consistently associated with either the one-or two-cursor task. We additionally predicted that a single visual cue would not be sufficient to learn two different force fields if it were not connected to a switch in control policy, even if participants received explicit instruction about the nature of the cue.
Therefore, in Experiment 3 we studied three groups of participants (Fig. 1b) . Two groups experienced a force field that switched its direction randomly across trials. For the task-switching group, one force field was associated with the two-and the other with the one-cursor task. The presentation of one or two target(s) and cursor(s) before movement onset indicated both task condition and force field direction. The visual-switching group performed only the two-cursor task, with force-field direction indicated by the presence or absence of the middle target. To control for learning of non-predictive ways of dealing with the force field (e.g., increases in limb stiffness; [21] ), both task-and visual switching groups performed under two conditions. In the predictable condition, force field changed direction systematically with the visual cue (and task). In the unpredictable condition, the direction of the force field was unrelated to the visual cue. Finally, we added a control group, which switched between the one-and two-cursor tasks, but experienced a force field with a constant direction. Figure 3a shows the initial angular error for each group under both conditions. All groups showed an increase in the initial error immediately after force field introduction. The control group (black) reduced this error quickly. To assess whether participants in the other two groups showed any evidence of learning, we compared the predictable and unpredictable conditions. For the visual-switching group (blue), there was no significant effect of predictability, F(1,7) = 0.73, p = .422, whereas for the task-switching group (red) the effect of predictability was significant, F(1,7) = 41.74, p,.001. In a mixed ANOVA, the group6predict-ability interaction was significant (F(1,7) = 18.45, p,.001). Thus, only the task-switching group showed learning for the predictable condition, amounting to a 23.6% (SD = 14.3%) reduction in initial error.
The aftereffect, a deviation of the initial movement trajectory in the opposite direction of the force field after its withdrawal, corroborated this result. Only the control and task-switching groups, but not the visual switching group, showed a significant aftereffect in the predictable condition, t(8) = 6.2, p,.001. In a direct comparison between the task and visual-switching groups, the group6predictability interaction was again significant, F(1,14) = 15.99, p,.001.
A direct measure of predictive compensation for force fields can be obtained by constraining arm movements with a stiff clamp or force channel around a straight trajectory (see methods). If the motor system anticipates a force field, it pushes into the wall of the channel to counteract the force. As expected, on these control trials, the control group pressed against the channel with a force that closely matched the size of the force they experienced on normal trials (Fig. 3b, dashed line) . However, of the experimental groups, only the task-switching group showed a significant learning-related force increase in the predictable condition.
Was ability of the task-switching group to learn due to the fact that these participants already executed movements of different length or direction in the one-and two-cursor task at the beginning of learning? The redundancy in the one-cursor task allows outward or inward movements of the hands, whereas straight movements are required in the two-cursor task. To test this, we compared the initial direction of the hand trajectories at 200 ms after onsets for the 8 participants of the task-switching group. We did not find a significant difference, neither for the left hand (t(7) = .4, p = .689), nor for the right hand (t(7) = -.2, p = .821). We also verified that participants adopted similar initial movement angles between cursor conditions for each hand considered separately. The unperturbed feedforward kinematics in these two conditions was highly overlapping. Importantly, the absolute difference in angle did not correlate with the amount of aftereffect shown in the predictable condition (r = .33, p = .296 for left and r = .01, p = .967 for right hands) -even participants that showed no differences between hands appeared to show a learning effect. Finally, the movement amplitude was also identical across cursor conditions (left hand: t(7) = 22.3, p = .055; right hand: t(7) = 1.7, p = .138). Therefore, the control policy for the left and right hands only differed in the type of feedback corrections, but not in their feed-forward command.
Furthermore, the temporal shape of the force channel response for the control group and for task-switching group matched the velocity-dependence of the originally experienced force field under predictable conditions (Fig. 3c) . If the learning exhibited in the task-switching group were due to movement re-planning in Euclidian space (i.e., aiming to the left or the right of the targets), the profile would have shown a different shape, with a force pushing against the channel in the end, rather than the middle of the movement [22] . Thus, our results indicate that participants truly learned to compensate for opposing forward dynamics, as long as the direction of the force field linked to both a different controlled object and a different feedback control policy before learning commenced.
Discussion
In our experiments, we examined the motor system's ability to switch between feedback control strategies using a visual cue. In the two-cursor task, feedback control was independent across the hands, with only the perturbed hand correcting for the trajectory deviation. In the one-cursor task, feedback control was dependent, and both hands corrected for perturbations delivered to one hand. Participants switched effortlessly between these two control policies, such that they were fully established on the first trial; repetition of task condition did not lead to further improvements, and distribution of feedback corrections was comparable to that found when the tasks are performed in isolation [7, 8] . Participants switched control policies based on a static visual cue only, without the need for direct experience in controlling the cursor. The immediate switching is especially remarkable, because independent feedback control of the two hands -the preferred mode of control in the two-cursor task -would be sufficient to solve the onecursor task as well. Thus, switching of control must constitute an automatic and relatively effortless process.
The difficulty in learning two opposing force fields simultaneously has attracted much attention and the nature of the cues that allow or don't allow learning of separate dynamics has been debated extensively. Some contextual cues, such as color [13] , sequence of movements [11, 12] or the shape of the robotic handle [23] do not appear to be able to avoid the catastrophic interference between the two force fields. In contrast, when participants experience different force fields in the context of different tasks, partially independent learning occurs. For example, force field learning while holding on to a robot only partially generalizes to free reaching movements [17, 14] . Force fields in opposite directions can be learned when one force direction is associated with bimanual movements and another with unimanual movements [18] , or when the two are associated with different spatial targets [16] . Furthermore, partly separate force field can be learned when one force field is associated with a rigid bimanual object and another is associated with independent hand movements [15] . We show here that participants can learn to associate force fields in opposite directions with two different feedback control policies. The same visual cues, when not connected to a switch in control policy, did not provide a sufficient basis for learning different force fields. Importantly, the feed-forward command in these two situations was identical [16] .
Based on these results, we propose that it is only possible to learn different movement dynamics if the two contexts involved at least partially different control policies before learning begins. This allows the motor system to adjust and optimize the control policies independently. In support of this hypothesis, we show that a visual stimulus allows for independent learning only if it is associated with the activation of different feedback control policies and each policy can be adapted to a separate force field.
We believe that most of the literature on how people learn force fields in opposite directions supports this model. Only cues that have implications for action control before force field learning begins can support learning of separate dynamics [17, 14, 18, 15, 16] . Cues that are irrelevant to the main control of the task before force field introduction are harder to learn. One notable exception to this rule is the claim that randomly switching force fields cued by a color or spatial cue can be learned, as long as the cue and force field change randomly [24] . However, our results are at odds with this finding. Participants who experienced visual switching only (Experiment 3) did not show any measurable learning for random switches in force direction over the course of 195 trials. This is despite the fact that the cue was clearly visible in the center of the display and that all participants were instructed at the beginning of each predictable block that the force field direction was linked to the presence or absence of this central cue. We therefore believe that their failure to learn was not caused by an inability to perceive the cue, but rather to the fact that the visual cue was not a priori connected to a switch in control policy (i.e. it was task-irrelevant).
Our results also show that simultaneously learning force fields in opposite directions was still more difficult than learning force fields in the same direction [16, 18, 17] . This implies that the neural representations of the two movement contexts partly overlap. Interestingly, the two feedback control policies in our task were not fully task-dependent. If the feedback control policies had been fully re-optimized based on the task goal, then the burden of correction should have been distributed evenly across the hands in the twocursor task. However, the unperturbed hand only made 10-15% of the total correction. These results indicate that the control policies are partly task-dependent (and separate for the one-and two-cursor tasks), and partly task-independent (independent control for the two hands, regardless of task). It is tempting to speculate that this common control structure is also responsible for the partial interference in force field learning.
If separate dynamics can only be learned if there are already separate control policies for the two situations, how can the motor system learn to adapt to a completely novel task or situation? In the framework proposed here, this is only possible if the motor system learns to associate the two situations with different control policies. Results indicate that such a bifurcation in learning, i.e., the development of two separate control policies where there was previously only one, may be a very slow process [13] . However, once cues have been associated with different control policies, the same cues can then serve as a basis for faster learning of separate dynamics [25] . For example, different force fields associated with color cues are learned more quickly, if these color cues were experienced in combination with different spatial cues and force fields in opposite directions before learning.
In sum, our results show that participants switch to the optimal feedback control policy flexibly based on a static visual cue, even if it is not strictly necessary for goal achievement, and even if the feed-forward behavior of these control policies is nearly identical. We show that having two different control policies then enables the nervous system to associate different dynamics with two different tasks and to adapt these control policies separately. Thus, the motor system is only blind to those cues that do not help it optimize task control.
